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AIRCRAFT BASICS - PREPARING FOR FLIGHT

Documents and equipment to be carried onboard:

 Flight Crew Licence (if held)
 ValidMedical Certificate (required for any solo flight)
 Maintenance Release (to be signed by a qualified pilot)
 AFM - Aircraft Flight Manual (to be kept in aircraft at all times)
 Aircraft Journey Log (to be completed prior to, and after flight, with fuel quantities, VDO

times and air-switch times)
 Maps and charts as applicable to the flight
 Emergency Locator Transmitter (ELT) - if required
 Approved aviation life jackets - if required

Handing over / Taking over technique:

During flight instruction, control will be passed frequently between the instructor and
student. To be sure both are aware who is in control use the hand over/take over technique:
“Handing over” or “Taking Over”.

Use of checklists:

Company printed checklists are reflective of the checklists found in the Authorized Aircraft
Flight Manual (AFM).

They must be used and read aloud. It is relatively easy to forget an item ormake a mistake,
which is why we use a checklist.
We also use mnemonics to help us remember checklist items. At a minimum they cover all
the checklist items, and often will include additional items. They are to be used out loud, and
run through systematically.

Lookout technique:

It is important to maintain a good lookout. To
describewhere other aircraft are in relation to
us, use the clock method, so it is clear to all
where the aircraft is.

An aircraft in front of you, but a bit lower,
would be described as “12 o’clock low”
whereas one slightly behind you, above your
height, on the right hand side, would be “4
o’clock high”.
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Pre-flight checks:

Refer to separate document - PRE FLIGHT WALK AROUND CHECKS

Taxiing the aircraft:

The aircraft is steered on the ground through the rudder pedals located at the
pilot’s feet.

Taxiing is to be conducted at a fast-walking pace.

Ensure toes are positioned at the bottom of the pedals and away from the brakes
when brakes are not needed.

USE POWER TOADJUST SPEED RATHER THAN BRAKES.

Notmuch power is typically required to get the aircraft moving, unless moving from
stationary on a soft or rugged surface. Even less power is required to keep the
aircraft moving.

Left toe brake controls brake on left-main wheel, and right toe brake controls brake
on right main wheel. Use differential braking when tight turning is required. If
braking to come to a stop, apply pressure to both toe brakes simultaneously.
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